Mosaic Creator
unique mosaic genarator

Intro
Mosaic Creator is professional mosaic tool. You can create your own picture mosaic or
tile mosaic in few steps. It allows you to create a large regular mosaic patterned images
made of many small cells. Mosaic Creator allows create picture mosaics. Also it can
render good images using least image collections with fine color enhance.
Specific for Mosaic Creator are optional non rectangular pattern cell shapes (puzzle
shape, triangle, hexagon, etc). Mosaic Creator includes pattern shape editor for user
defined patterns (only in professional version). You can start create mosaics only with
one image. You must select cell images, source image, destination image size and
pattern type. You can enhance the rendering process by fine color modifying the cell
images, and finish up the resulting mosaic image by adding a cell borders. There are
not limitation of number of cell images and output mosaic file size. The Mosaic Wizard
simplifies the process of mosaic definition. Mosaic Creator can prepare thumbnails with
clickable image map.

Main features
Unlimited number of cell images, unlimited size of output mosaic file size
Printing services and internal viewer
Nonrectangular cell shapes (puzzle, hexagon, triangle) and pattern shape editor
Predefined pattern shapes (more than 60 free)
Mosaic Creator and thumbnail Wizard
Fine color enhance (sigle cell and detail cell)
Antialiasing for smooth results
Control repetition image cells and cell border parameters
Thumbnail rendering, Alpha and color masking

Supported image file formats:
Source & Cell Image Formats - BMP, JPG, PNG, TIFF, TGA, PCX, GIF, WMF, EMF
Output Image Format - BMP, JPG, TIF, PNG

MINIMAL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 98/NT/2000/ME/XP
Pentium 200 (Pentium II recommended)
32 MB RAM (128 MB recommended)
3 MB hard disk space for installation
100 MB hard disk space for rendered mosaics
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